Loyal Readers,

Welcome to the second issue of Generation
Response, Emory’s newest progressive magazine. We hope
you enjoyed the first issue and were inspired to tune in,
speak up, and act out positively, peacefully, but sternly. Going with the
nature of progressive theme, our goal is to continually improve ourselves, so
you’ll notice some changes in this issue. Most importantly, we have divided
the magazine into four separate sections: People Making a Difference,
Philosophy, World and Politics, and Sustainability. We hope the sections
facilitate your navigation of the magazine- we know it’s a lot, but it’s all
important.
Speaking of importance, you will see that each and every article in
this issue relates to an issue that is global in scale. Global climate change,
human trafficking, poverty, and conflict resolution are issues that we all face,
and therefore, we must face them together. Due to the global and abstract
nature of these problems, they can seem overwhelming; it is often easier to
cast them aside, pretending as if they don’t exist. The fact remains, however,
that we have all contributed to these problems in one way or another. As
such, as members of this global community, it is our responsibility to respond
in any way we can. One person can make a difference. However, individuals
working together can make an even greater difference. If there is any hope of
combating the tribulations that plague our world, it comes in the form of
cooperation, and most importantly, peace among all peoples.
Every generation has faced its challenges and we are no exception.
However, we are also witness to an exciting time of change. We are in a world
of globalization and technological innovation, giving us more opportunities to
affect change on a global scale. We have all the tools necessary for changelets use them.
Peace and Love,
Gillian and Jenna
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Tomorrow’s Peacekeepers Today: A New Era of Peace
countries, which often let them off with a slap
on the wrist for heinous crimes such as rape or
murder.
What is your objective?

militaries of Member States who choose to
donate peacekeepers). Therefore, to become a
peacekeeper, a person must join the military of
his home country and hope to be deployed in a
peacekeeper contingent. Thus, the training that
My objective is to assist the UN in bringing
each peacekeeper has is what each Member
social progress, peace, law and order to the
state gives its military, (this is why there is
world; objectives which happen to coincide
varied training around the globe). To enroll
almost seamlessly with those of the United
Nations. Building TPT is a progressive attempt with TPT when we are up and running would
simply involve signing up with us and passing a
to better the lives of people in need. Many
countries often give money to good causes, even psychological and physical test, requirements
implemented so that the UN can make sure that
though more than anything the cause demands
each candidate can handle the rigors of training.
sincerity and time. I intend to give the United
Many young people speak about the changes
After this, the candidate would be placed in a
Nations not only my time and effort, but also
they would like to affect in an effort to promote progressive reform through more effective
rigorous 12-week intensive boot camp program,
peace. Some work to actually implement change peacekeepers.
emphasizing peacekeeping training with respect
with community service; others with “letters to
to weapons, human rights issues, gender issues,
the editor.” At the end of the day, they often go
environmental issues and international law.
home with a spring in their step, and the joy that
Soon after, the person would be sent to a
comes with making a difference. For Greg
peacekeeping mission sanctioned by the UN.
How does Emory fit in with this?
Hodgin, however, that was not nearly enough.
One ordinary day in an Ethics of International
We would be more than happy to give a lecture
Relations class, the students were discussing
or a series of lectures at Emory detailing our
how to rectify the problems within the United
organization. We are also hoping to get college
Nations peacekeeping forces, and it suddenly hit
students more active in world affairs and within
him- the problems lie with the soldiers. They
TPT. What affects one country affects many
are poorly equipped, poorly trained, and are
others in a rippling effect. You are the
given too much free reign. So, why not create a
generation of young people who shall have to
nonprofit group that will supply the UN with
rise and help out those in need, the poor, the
carefully regulated, fully trained, and wellvoiceless, and the downtrodden. It is all of you,
equipped volunteer troops? In this interview
Given the immense challenge of the work ahead who must take the initiative and become the
Greg Hodgin describes exactly how he did just
progressive generation that will advocate peace.
of you, can TPT accept failure?
that.
Any final comments you would like to share with
Why was Tomorrow’s Peacekeepers Today
readers?
TPT cannot accept failure. Our contributions
(TPT) established?
will soon become vital to the United Nations. If TPT is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
I have always wanted to work through the UN
reforming the way peacekeeping is done. At the
we do not succeed in our goal of 1,000
system, but the system simply seemed to
peacekeepers on the ground by the end of 2010, moment we are in negotiations with Denmark in
squelch reform. TPT was established as a way
then we shall continue with our endeavors until regard to the deployment of troops. Without
to get things done properly. It is comprised of
serious peacekeeping reform, there will only be
we do. Failure is simply not an option.
volunteer “free” peacekeepers that are fully
more genocide. TPT is primarily a volunteer-run
trained. There will no longer be any misgivings How does one become a peacekeeper, what
organization, and right now we have openings
training is needed, and what is the training
about them, for they will be under the
in grant writing, marketing/finance, editing, and
jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court like?
more.
That
question
highlights
one
of
the
main
issues
(ICC), and will always be held accountable.
with peacekeeping. The UN has no fixed source By Melia Haile
Right now, UN troops are tried by their home
of peacekeepers (they are pulled from the

Places Making a Difference
Sustainability: the ability to meet the current human need for natural resources without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
The new state-owned King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (Kaust), has
granted a Stanford scientist $25 million to establish a research center to figure out how to make
the cost of solar power competitive to that of coal, and a Berkeley researcher with $8 million
developing "green concrete."
This summer, a renovation is set to begin on the Empire State Building. These renovations are
expected to cut the skyscraper's energy use by 38% by 2013, along with an annual savings of
$4.4 million. These changes are meant to serve as a model for office buildings around the
world. Let’s hope they catch on!
Kevin Rudd, the Prime Minister of Australia, has declared climate change to be "the gravest
threat of our time." He has overhauled the carbon cap to cut Australia's emissions by an
astounding 20% by 2002, with a cap and trade system ready to start as early as 2010.

It is our problem.
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Caring as Equals: the Philanthropic Efforts of African Sky

The influential Brazilian theorist Paulo Freire
articulately sums up a problem for
philanthropies in Africa when he says, “[The
savior] can never relate to the Third World as
partners, since partnership presupposes equals,
no matter how different the equal parties may
be. Thus, “salvation” of the Third World by
the [savior] can only mean its domination.”
Here, Freire has leapt right to the crux of an
important issue for well-meaning Western
humanitarians providing aid to people in socalled “Third World” countries. While the
desire to help others is certainly admirable,
viewing the recipients of one’s help as victims
or charity cases can be demeaning; viewing one
as a savior is undeserved self-aggrandizement.
How can an individual want to help without
wanting to “save” the recipients of his or her
help in a condescending way? Here at Emory,
Dr. Scott Lacy of the anthropology department
has formed his own answer to that question
through the formation of his NGO, African
Sky. African Sky is not a development
organization, but a friendship organization that
connects people in the United States and Mali.
It is an organization built upon mutually
beneficial programs, such as the pen pal
exchange between American and Malian
kindergarteners.
The story of African Sky’s foundation speaks
to the equalitarian attitude of the organization.

In 2002, Dr. Lacy was doing dissertation
research on a Fulbright grant in Mali and he
was looking for a way to give back to his host
community, which had given him “so much
knowledge, and also just personal assistance.”
He then began to raise money to place a water
pump in the community, but raised so much
money so quickly that he realized he could do a
much larger project. After consulting with the
elders, Lacy realized he had enough money to
build a school, and did just that. He says of this
initial project, “It was so easy I just figured it
would be immoral not to keep doing it... we
developed African Sky to do it again and again
and again.”
African Sky is entirely run by volunteers,
which means contributors see more of every
donation go directly to Malian communities.
The organization looks for low-cost, highimpact projects, such as creating soap
collectives, emergency food collectives, and
small business loans. The ideas for these
projects come from the Malians, which further
builds a sense of partnership and respect. Dr.
Lacy expounds on this attitude, saying, “We [at
African Sky] are doing this because it makes
our lives better too. … Our projects and our
programs are based on long-term friendships.
… Really, the fact that people want to help,
that’s a good start and that gets people sort of
into the door, but then what I hope happens

through the way that we do our projects, very
people-to-people oriented, that that experience
of working at African Sky will transform
people in the US to help them understand in
fact that what they’re giving that’s so important
to Mali is not their money but in fact their
friendship.”
Dr. Lacy believes that his approach to caring
for and giving to other people through African
Sky can be contagious: “We walk the walk.
Rather than preaching to students about how
important it is to change the world I think we
should just be changing the world. I think we
should just be engaged in that and to do it in
such a way and share it in such a way that
others will feel compelled to come up to join in
and to talk or at least to ask questions. As soon
as you can create that conversation… I’ve
never met a person who didn’t want to help in
some way. … We have to do what we expect to
see.”
For the future, Dr. Lacy hopes to keep up with
African Sky’s core programs while also
expanding with projects like Ecodugo (a
planned guest village for Malian and American
students in Mali) and a seed to shirt cotton
operation that will make medical scrubs. To
learn more about these projects and see how
you can help, go to www.africansky.org.
By Rachel Harris

Emory as Place and Emory Recycling
I wasn’t always a greenie. When I arrived on Emory’s campus in 2004, I knew very little about environmentalism, green building, or sustainability.
During my junior year, thanks to a course called “Religion and Ecology,” taught by professor Dr. Bobbi Patterson, I became aware of Emory’s
Sustainability Initiatives. I began my exploration of what it means to live sustainably. In the summer of 2007, I interned for a new Sustainability
Initiative called “Emory as Place.” Emory as Place educates the Emory community (students, staff, and faculty) about the histories, cultures, and
ecologies of Emory. As chief intern for this burgeoning initiative, I helped coordinate the first annual Placefest and brought Chris Valasco, founder
and director of PLACE (Projects Linking Art, Community, and Environment) to speak at Emory about his work building green, live-work
communities around the country. Since 2007, the Emory as Place Initiative has expanded into a consortium of students, staff, and faculty who give
Lullwater tours, host campus outdoor-workdays, two experience-based courses, and an annual Placefest celebration.
After graduating from Emory in 2008, I joined the Emory Recycles staff as an employee of Campus Services. The shift from student to Campus
Services’ employee was a 180 degree turn. Very few in the academic sector realize all that goes into making this University function days, nights,
and weekends. Like most Emory community members, before I became a staff member, my knowledge of Emory’s recycling program only went as
far as putting my Coca-Cola can in the properly labeled bin. Since joining the recycling staff, I’ve collaborated with 14 hard-working
recycling/waste frontline staff and a committed administrative staff, who work 40+ hours a week to make recycling at Emory run smoothly.
Emory is fortunate to have a program that has been in place for over 10 years. Our well-ingrained practice of separating recyclables allows us to
send our recyclables to vendors who reject recyclables from organizations that don’t separate. The Recycling office is currently promoting a
program to ‘Separate White Paper from Mixed Paper,’ an especially crucial campaign in these tough economic times, as prices for many non-white
paper commodities plummet. Mixed paper and aluminum which pulled in $90-95/ton in February 2007, currently go for as little as $0-5/ton and $2025/ton, respectively. While White Paper no longer sells for $305-315/ton as it did in February 2008, it still nets $170-180/ton (February 2009).
Commodity values and the importance of separating are just two elements of becoming green that have improved my own understanding of how the
recycling industry works.
Throughout my involvement with the Sustainability Initiatives and as an Emory Recycles employee, I have found that Emory students are genuinely
interested in contributing to the sustainability of this campus. At least once a week, I get a request from a student or a faculty member eager to
increase recycling in their area. My best suggestion is to “aim low.” Sustainability won’t happen overnight. But few of us realize the impact that
putting up a “turn off the lights” sticker as part of the Energy Awareness campaign or throwing used newspapers in the recycling bin can have. Try
not to print that two-sentence email, experience the difference you can make. Each of these actions not only helps “Reduce. Reuse. Recycle,” but also
contributes to the creation of a culture of sustainability at Emory and the formation of habits that we will take into the world beyond the “Emory
Bubble.”
By Jessica Levy (Co-founder of Emory as Place and an Emory Recycles Employee)
Photograph by Jillian Etheredge
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The Journalist and the Butterflies
A journalist was staring out the window of his
12th-floor cubicle at the rain and the city below,
with umbrellas and cars washing down the
asphalt like a poorly organized school of fish.
He was humoring himself by wondering
whether people in Italy, where he had always
imagined himself walking on the beaches
sipping cappuccino, wished they were sitting in
his 12th-floor cubicle; their dream complete
with the boss yelling in the background about
plummeting reviews and the
ubiquity of talented authors much
unlike “his staff of monkeys with
keyboards.”
“I considered telling him that
eventually even a staff of monkeys
would write Shakespeare.
Statistics,” the senior editor mused,
“is only good for quotes like that.”
“How do you just take shit like that
in stride?” asked the journalist,
turning his chair away from the
window, now holding his mug of
hot coffee far from himself in a
practiced motion learned from years
of scalding and stained white shirts.

“I’m a zipper. We uncoil your life and show it
to you, let you decide if you should move on.”

“Is that what you would like, butterfly?”

“Move on to where? From where?”

The journalist began to straighten with awe.
“What if I say yes?”

The zipper smiled.

“What if you say yes?”

“Shouldn’t they call you unzippers anyway?”
barked the exasperated journalist.

“I’m afraid to stop existing. Does that count
against me? Is that some sort of sin? Love of
self?”

“Take it up with God.”

“Is it? What is sin?”

[Type a quote from the document or
the summary of an interesting point.
You can position the text box
anywhere in the document. Use the
Text Box Tools tab to change the
formatting of the pull quote text box.]

“Everything is just practice,” the
editor replied in a tired smirk.

“In a sense. I was. I died.”
“What do you mean? Didn’t this
happen to you when you died?”
A sarcastic smirk flitted across the
zipper’s face and he looked hungry.
Matt McGuire told him so.
“I did not get unzipped. I live with my
memories forever. It is my purpose.”

The journalist waited for something
a little less esoteric to come from the
editor, busily typing on his dinosaur
of a desktop computer. “I don’t get
what you always mean by that.”

“Why? I want my memories too.”
“I know you think you do. Now go to
sleep, butterfly.”

“All you can do is learn. Learn from
everything and do better next time.”
“Maybe,” said the journalist. It was the kind
of maybe that meant he didn’t think there was
any chance in hell that it was true.

“I have no idea.” He was silent for the
longest time. It was hard to form
thoughts now. Most of his memories
were now a shimmering spool of yarn
no longer part of him. He needed
something to say desperately to keep
things from ending like this. How could
things just end like this? “Are you
human?”

Artwork by Jillian Etheredge
“I’m not ready to die.”

He woke up where he had been walking
earlier. He thought himself a lunatic at
the moment, so he pulled his briefcase
close to his chest like a shield against
the world around him and walked with a
calculated sanity toward his apartment again.

The journalist left early to clear his head and he
swore at the passing cars drenching him in
water as he walked toward his apartment seven
blocks away. Matt McGuire was written in a
shiny gold print on all of his business cards that
now lined the Tenth Avenue gutter like a
papier-mâché water slide. A heart-stopping
squeal stopped Matt dead in his tracks and the
source of the noise laid him dead on his back.

The zipper pushed his fingers into the man’s
head painlessly with calm and practice as if all
journalists’ heads were made of water. Matt
wanted to fight until he saw the shimmering
life being pulled from between his eyes like a
spool of thread. The life danced and writhed
like some kind of eel as if ready to be free of
the journalist.

A man on the street asked Matt for a dime and
he recoiled in the shock of human speech, told
the man to get a job.

“Am I this body? Or am I that life?”

His world turned on end.

“What are you?” Matt asked the bizarre form in
front of him, flickering with amber light and
looking like some kind of life-size marble
statue of a man.

“I think you just answered your own question,
butterfly.”

Where am I now? I have no family history of
being crazy that I know of. Even if I did, I have
too much of a handle on myself.

The journalist began to curl in on himself,
folding up like a piece of fruit drying in the
sun. “Am I going to stop existing now?”

“You know what you need, you prim little
businessman?”
Matt told him in the most masculine tone he
could muster that he did not.

The leaves rustled like a distant stampede of
wooden toy animals like they always do when
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one pays attention to them. The uproar of a
particularly angry warm wind blew through the
trees, startling a flock of little black birds that
sang of a city of broken glass. Matt felt alone
and not quite together in this strange hostile
place. He had never felt threatened by birds and
trees before. You’re going to be fine. Deep
breath. Collect yourself, Matt. Get with it.
Maybe you’re dead. Probably not.

aroused though it was hardly the time for such
things. She was standing so close. She leaned
in to his face and the butterflies in his stomach
were having a civil war over whether this was
good or bad.

Matt wandered through the woods in a stupor,
his heart pounding in his ears as he stumbled
through vines and leaves. He came to a clearing
near a stream that roiled and bubbled, feeding a
thirsty little pond. He thought he saw someone
across the water enthralled by her own
reflection. He nearly tripped over the body of a
young girl gazing intently up at him from the
bank.

Half drowned, Matt scrambled up the bank
grabbing fistfuls of mud and green grass. He
managed to stand and turned to retrieve his
suitcase floating on the water, carried to the
bank with him like a barge caught in a heavy
storm. Deafening laughter echoed through the
trees as Matt ran, too terrified and cold to feel
the bite of embarrassment or mourn the quick
death of his pride, asphyxiated in the muck of
the pond behind him.

“Where are you from?” she whispered, her
voice the distant flapping of wings.
“New York. As in New York, New York. But
where am I now?”
“That’s a good question that you should think
about for a long time.”
“What? Is this some kind of trick that someone
is playing on me? Is there a way out of here?”
“There’s always a way out. You should learn
better questions.”
She stood to a height he never would have
guessed. She was tall and gorgeous, but slender
enough to look fragile. He found himself

He felt her hands on his back and neck.
The water was cold. She’s laughing. I’m
actually going to die this way.

Matt could hear the wrenching of the trees
behind him, a sound like strained sheet metal
warping and snapping. He looked back only to
find himself running from a thick fog that
looked just like him, an animate, living,
breathing thing. At this, Matt’s knees locked
and he skidded on his soaked business suit
across the foliage and mud and frogs and godknows-what-else. The breath was cold on his
neck and mocked, “Did you think you could
only go one direction on the wheel, butterfly?”
Mr. McGuire, amateur writer, fresh English
PhD woke in a cold sweat, knocking his stapler
and stack of papers halfway across the room.
“What the Hell just happened?”

“Everything is just practice. I already told you.”
Matt wept at his keyboard and had no idea
why. On the way back from work he looked at
all the passing cars and the people in them,
some red from yelling and others flush from the
near-death experience of rush-hour traffic. A
block from his home he came across an old
man that seemed oddly familiar.
“Sir, I lost my job recently. Could you spare
some change? I’m trying to make it by until I
can find another. They wouldn’t let me go
another month without paying my apartment
bill. I tried to tell them I was looking. No one
wants writers right now.”
“You don’t have to call me sir. I just have to
dress up for a job where I don’t see anyone but
myself in the reflection of a monitor. Monkey
in a suit if you asked my boss.” Matt felt
around in his empty pockets. “I’m sorry, I don’t
have…actually…come with me and I’ll get you
something to eat, somewhere to spend the
night.”
“Oh, I don’t think all of that is necessary. I
would feel bad taking advantage …”
“I don’t think there’s any reason to ever feel
bad. What does it get you? We can talk about
maybe finding you a job. I know of one that’s
going to have an opening soon.”
By Jack Etheredge
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Activist and author Arundhati Roy once said,
“Another world is not only possible, she is on her
way. On a quiet day, I can hear her breathing.” The
International Organization for a Participatory Society
(IOPS) is a proposed organizational name for a
movement offering a unifying vision for structuring
that new world - differently this time, though surely
it will be a continuing struggle - as we create new
institutions based on our collective values of
freedom, solidarity, equality, and diversity. We
need this viable blueprint – dare we call it a plan more now than ever as we watch these as these
outdated, un-sustainable systems crumble around us
– like the economic “crisis,” racism, homophobia,
and this undemocratic form of politics.
Participatory Society comes from an analysis called
Complementary Holism that sees most of the
wrongs of society, such as racism, war, sexism,
economic oppression, political oppression, etc., as
being systematic, interrelated, and equal. Keeping
this in mind, Participatory Society (Parsoc) therefore
offers a different set of institutional models based
inherently in their structure on freedom (defined as
self-management – decision making power
proportionate to the degree one is affected by a
decision), solidarity, equality, and diversity.
What IOPS members mean when they describe
oppressions as “systematic” is that these problems do
not simply arise out of nowhere like a natural
disaster might. Rather, IOPS holds that many social
ills come from the natural, predictable, everyday
operations of systems such as capitalism or
nationalism, and that though we may limit or fight
these inherently flawed systems, it will always be an
uphill battle, so we cannot keep them and hope for
them to change or do our best to make it within
them, to limit them. Great thinkers such as Martin
Luther King Jr. and Gandhi recognized injustices as
ultimately systemic as well.
Describing oppressions as “interrelated” is
recognizing that different oppressive social systems,
whether bad political systems like dictatorship or bad
kinship systems like patriarchy, are not more or less
important than other oppressive systems: they affect
- and are affected by - one another. Their
oppressions feed off of each other. In other words,
all problems cannot be boiled down to capitalism, or
racism, or sexism as most important individually.
Rather, as Dr. King put it, “injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere.” All oppressions are
equally important, and IOPS members are working
to get rid of them all.
IOPS founders have focused most on four equally
important areas or spheres of human life. One of
these is the kinship sphere, which involves
caretaking, gender, sexuality, family, and intimate
human bonding. Another is the economics sphere,
which involves how we produce and consume goods.
There is also the political sphere, which involves
making common social contracts like laws and
settling disputes between people. Last but not least
in this list is the community sphere, which involves
cultural customs, identities, and histories of different
groups.

IOPS activist Michael Albert writes that, instead of
the institutions we have today, a Participatory
Society would consist of “a classless participatory
economy, a feminist kinship sphere, an
intercommunalist culture, and a participatory
polity.”
A participatory economy, envisioned by Michael
Albert and Robin Hahnel, is an alternative to
capitalism and most systems called socialism. Under
this system, everyone is a member of worker and
consumer councils that together democratically
negotiate work conditions and consumption
activities. People are paid based on how hard they
work, and prices are based on social cost. Instead of
one class of people doing all of the unpleasant work
of society, it is equally distributed within workplaces
and throughout the economy so that all people do
their fair share so no one is burdened with too much.
It aims for a more democratic, classless, wise use of
material and human resources.

“Participatory Society (Parsoc) …
offers a different set of institutional
models based inherently in their
structure on freedom”
A feminist kinship sphere, described by activists like
Cynthia Peters, recognizes many different kinds of
families in addition to the traditional nuclear family.
Rather than promoting family life and care-giving
split into male and female roles, all of the tasks of a
family, such as childrearing, are encouraged to be
shared. People are free to decide how they define
their gender and sexuality, and a wide diversity of
practices and identities are encouraged, so long as
they are freely agreed to by parties involved and do
not harm. It attempts to free and nurture us to
explore our most intimate relationships with
ourselves and others.
An inter-communalist culture sphere calls for what
Vijay Prashad names “polyculturalism.” This
approach sees cultures as overlapping and encourages
diversity without rigidly defining culture in an
either/or kind of way. Therefore, it is opposed to
separating cultures from one another – the separatist
or multicultural approach – as well as one culture
swallowing up or ruling over another – the
assimilationist or imperialist approach. Instead, it
calls for people to be able to freely define their
various cultural selves and move in and out of them
as they choose. It aims to ensure that diverse “races”
and cultures would be freely expressed and equal in
society.
A participatory polity, envisioned by Stephen
Shalom, is a more directly democratic system than
what we now have in the United States. It involves
nested councils of about 25-50 people at the local
level, who then send delegates up to federations of
higher councils, all composing 25-50 member
councils that address issues relevant to the amount of
people they represent. While delegates are meant to
freely represent the councils below them, they can
be immediately recalled by vote should the organic
council decide it. Laws are made in a radically

transparent process that can be seen and evaluated by
everyone in society using courts and individual and
lower-council access. The nested councils model
aims to create smaller, though still internationally
connected, direct government and more face-to-face
deliberation among regular people – the very
meaning of thinking globally and acting locally.
While these four spheres have been the main focus
so far, various IOPS members and supporters are
discussing and working toward better systems in
other areas, such as the nonhuman sphere, which
involves environmental sustainability and animal
rights, the communications sphere, which involves
the mass media, language and technology, and
schools, and human rights generally, which relates to
poverty, health, and other basic human needs, like
those proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
Similar or connected groups, businesses, parties,
chapters, and projects working on a Participatory
Society, like the Atlanta IOPS, are being built and
run worldwide. Atlanta IOPS and others are
considering a strategy proposal offered by Michael
Albert and others for how to move forward. This
includes 1) using our outreach of this vision for the
needed unity, community, and comprehensiveness
of all social justice movements and people, 2)
destructing or transforming the players under our
current systems – like corporate media, giant farm
factories, and international financial institutions, and
3) creating new systems now in our daily lives so
that we learn from mistakes and have a better society
in the makings as our current one collapses –
building a "shadow society" ourselves.
Various Atlantans are already building a new societylike the creators of the YouMe, a local developing
currency/IOU, or the founders of the new
Decentrist Empowerment Alliance, which works to
unite various single-issue groups and activists, or the
founders of a local housing co-op which shares the
unpleasant and empowering household tasks and
insists on gender and cultural diversity in
roommates. As Emory Professor Betty Woodman,
who teaches a Politics of Identity course, put it, the
vision known as “‘Participatory Society’ aims to
encourage a cultural conversation concerning our
collective good and communal well-being, clearly a
worthwhile endeavor.” She went on to say that she
was “struck by the thought-provoking nature of the
proposal, as well as its insistence on the interrelated
nature of social justice issues.”
This is a very brief introduction to a broad vision of
new society. The reasons for why a Participatory
Society is needed are before our eyes – our old
systems are crumbling, and we must be ready to
erect alternative, sustainable, more just institutions
in their places. Far more details about Participatory
Society - justification for it, how it would function,
and how to bring it about - are available in a booklet
form or at myspace.com/parsoc. Members are
happy to provide copies upon request and can be
contacted at participatorysociety@yahoo.com.
Atlanta IOPS meets Sundays at 4pm at Java Monkey
in Decatur and welcomes all who are interested in
building a better world.
By Misty Novitch
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T he O -B aby B oom
Although Barack Obama is often heralded for
his stunning oratory, his poised demeanor, and
the invigorating energy he brings to the nation’s
highest office, what many don’t recognize is his
one of his most remarkable traits: his birthday,
August 4th, 1961. What does it signify, if
anything? Consider the birthdates of our last
two presidents: Bill Clinton (August 19th, 1946)
and George W. Bush (July 6th, 1946). Although
Barack Obama is technically a baby boomer, his
birthday, a full fifteen years after those of his
predecessors, serves as an important indicator as
to how he will shoulder the extraordinary
burdens that come with being the President.
To truly understand the significance of Barack
Obama’s presidency, we must unhinge the lens
through which we have viewed politics
throughout the last forty years. At some point
politics came to be known as more than just
policy, it became about culture. It is unknown
precisely when this transformation took place,
but it is widely understood that the baby
boomers played a critical role in redefining
“politics.”
The political issues my parents grappled with in
their youth—issues such as the struggle for civil
rights and the escalating war in Vietnam—were
explosive. For the baby boomers, these issues
were about far more than mere policy: they
were personal. Draft cards were the physical
manifestation of a war that many opposed with
fervor. The violence witnessed throughout the
south concerning the struggle for equal rights
was the fruit of the failure of reconstruction.
For the boomers, these issues ignited serious
divisions both within their communities and on
a global scale. Politics, therefore, became the
arena in which these deep-seeded divisions
clashed. The lens through which baby boomers
viewed politics became a lens through which
they also viewed the deep cultural rifts that
defined their time.

ideologies that were reflective of their
experiences. These social activists and war
veterans turned political leaders retained the
same lenses through which they had once seen
the world as kids. In crafting political
platforms, any idea not comporting with their
established sense of identity and self was
jettisoned. The end result was that the baby
boomers sacrificed pragmatism in an attempt to
formulate unyielding ideologies that were as
abrasive as they were coherent.

So far Obama has not been afraid to rebuke his
own party when it comes to matters such as tax
cuts, detention of suspected terrorists, and trade
protection. Most notably, Obama backed nearly
$300 billion worth of tax breaks in the stimulus
bill amid strong democratic opposition.
Although democrats do not usually favor tax
cuts as a method for spurring economic growth,
Obama stood his ground in order to fulfill a
campaign promise he made to made to middle
class Americans.

The most egregious example of ideological
warfare in recent memory occurred in 1995
during the tenure of our first baby boomer
president, Bill Clinton. In that year, the failure
of Congress to pass a budget, along with the
threat of a veto by Bill Clinton, resulted in an
unprecedented shutdown of the federal
government on November 14th, 1995. The crisis
featured a showdown between former Speaker
of the House Newt Gingrich and the President,
both of whom refused to compromise their
demands. This impasse cost U.S. taxpayers a
grand total of $750 million dollars.

Consider, also, Obama’s insistence on
preserving many of the Bush-era policies
regarding the war on terror. Although Obama
has abandoned much of the rhetoric Bush
used—such as the term “war on terror”—he has
decided that several of Bush’s policies are worth
keeping in order to further combat the threats
we face. Obama has even vowed to uphold
Bush-era policies such as extraordinary
rendition and indefinite detention of
combatants, issues that had served as
ideological flashpoints during the campaign.
Regardless of whether or not you agree with the
policies in question—I, personally, do not—you
must respect Obama for having the political
courage to approach our ongoing wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq pragmatically. He has
been able to withhold judgment and remain
open-minded even in spite of his strong
campaign rhetoric eschewing many of the
policies he now deems necessary.

Barack Obama, however, is a new kind of
leader. Obama belongs to a sub-generation of
late baby boomers known as “generation
Jones.” As Scott Kraft of the Los Angeles
Times reports, “Late boomers were doing
wheelies on bikes and playing with dolls back
when early boomers were fighting in Vietnam,
avoiding the draft, singing along with the
Mamas & the Papas, mourning a president,
marching for civil rights and trekking to
Woodstock.” This, argues Kraft, has allowed
generation Jones-ers to be “less ideological than
early boomers, more respectful of contrary
opinions, more pragmatic.”

How exactly will Obama’s leadership style
influence contemporary politics now that he has
wrestled the reigns of power from the early
baby boomers? For one thing, it is readily
apparent that pragmatism will play a much
greater role in policy-making than it once did.
This is not to say that ideology is no longer
Nearly two months into his presidency,
important. Ideology will always have a place in
Obama’s generation Jones heritage has begun to politics, as will party warfare. It seems,
evince itself. He has shown that politicians
however, that Obama doesn’t just speak of a
need not tow the ideological line to be effective “new kind of politics;” he lives it. We need
When their turn to lead the country finally
and principled leaders because Obama’s
only check his birthday in order to verify that
came, the baby boomers brought with them the approach recognizes pragmatism as a viable
fact.
same pervasive attitudes about politics and
alternative to unwavering adherence to
culture that had driven them during their youths. ideology.
By Zack Simon
They brought to the highest offices in America
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When you consider the global issues that
currently plague the earth and mankind, a few
things most likely come immediately to mind:
poverty, global warming, terrorism, AIDS, and
hunger. Slavery, however, is rarely thought to
be a problem. Slavery, you ask? Why would I
mention slavery when it has been legally
abolished in countless countries? To the naked
eye, it seems to be a non-existent problem in
the majority of the modern world; however,
slavery is an enormous problem in the modern
world, one that stretches into every human life
in some way. Human trafficking, the modern
form of slavery, plagues every country, every
city, every town. We do not speak of it, do not
hold benefit concerts for it, as we do for
poverty and global warming and AIDS because
it is a problem that remains under our radar.
People do not realize how very serious this
problem is, and how, like poverty and global
warming and AIDS, it is placing our world, and
the people within it, in jeopardy.
The definition of human trafficking, according
to Wikipedia, is the “recruitment,
transportation, harboring, or receipt of people
or the purposes of slavery, forced labor
(including bonded labor or debt bondage).” It
comes in many different forms and affects men,
women and children. Often, those forced into
these types of slavery are from poor,
underdeveloped areas, or are ethnic and
religious minorities in certain countries.
Victims of human trafficking, therefore, are
often not reported as being absent and cases are
rarely looked into seriously. Each year,
thousands upon thousands of people go
“missing” and the populations of people
affected, along with governments around the
globe, are doing very little to stop it.
For those of you who do not fully comprehend
the scope of this global problem, let me present
you with some facts and statistics. According to
the US Trafficking in Persons Report, a
document released by the State Department
each year, there are more than thirty million
victims of human trafficking in the world
today. With the world population at an
estimated seven billion, that makes for one in
every two hundred people. Look around next
time you’re at the mall or the airport, or
walking down a crowded street in New York
City or Tokyo. You will be looking at least at
one person that, in his or her lifetime, will be
subject to some kind of forced labor, drug
smuggling, sex trafficking, or another
degrading, demoralizing act that wholly
violates his or her rights as a human being.
Furthermore, research conducted by the United
States government has concluded that each

year, nearly one million new victims are added
to list of those being trafficked.
The business is expanding at a rapid pace. Why
are so many people’s lives and liberties being
taken and destroyed by a practice that is so
dehumanizing, and so cruel? The answer is
simple. As I named it before, it is a business,
and an unbelievably lucrative one at that.
According to the US Trafficking in Persons
report it is a widely established fact that human
trafficking is the second largest criminal
industry in the world, right next to drug
trafficking. It generates an astounding nine and
a half billion dollars a year. Nine and a half
billion dollars: the price we pay yearly for
millions of peoples’ freedom.
Almost every country in the world is a source
and destination for human trafficking: source,
as the name implies, providing the people as
well as transit as a path for those trafficking
and being trafficked to travel, and a destination
being the place in which the victims carry out
their delegated tasks. Take Thailand as an
example. Every year, women from all over the
country are brought to Japan, South Africa,
Australia, Singapore, Europe, and yes, the
United States for the purposes of sexual
exploitation and sweatshop work. Many, from
the more destitute areas, are lured by labor
recruiting agencies into involuntary servitude
with the promise of a better life. The debts they
owe to these agencies often lead to a lifetime of
enslavement. Children are constantly being
brought into Thailand to beg and work in the
fishing industries. Countless numbers of these
children come from countries such as Russia
and Uzbekistan for the purpose of sexual
exploitation. These examples are simple and
tame. They cannot fully illustrate the pain and
humiliation these men, women, and children
endure daily without any prospect of regaining
freedom in their lives.
Perhaps using Thailand as an example is not
powerful enough because it is not surprising
enough. Such practices occurring in Cambodia,
Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Sierra Leone and
other underdeveloped countries do not create
enough shock value, for lack of a better term.
Hearing that these atrocities are practiced, in
large numbers, in our own country and others
that the more underdeveloped world looks to as
models, such as the UK and France, however,
should come as a bit of a shock. This problem
is not an abstract notion; it is right here, right
now. The US department of state estimates that
approximately 14,500-17,500 people are
trafficked into the United States annually, an
extremely conservative number at best. Other
sources have reported much higher numbers,
and one organization’s research has cited the

U.S. as being the number one destination for
trafficked victims; these facts do not even
include the number of people trafficked within
the U.S. annually, a startling number as well.
The land of the free, the country to which over
a million immigrants come each year to find
better lives, is also a land of forced labor, a
land in which men, women and children are
forced into sex trafficking; forced, essentially,
into a life of slavery.
The problem is here in our backyards, in
Atlanta, in areas surrounding the Emory
community. According to The Human
Trafficking Project, a New-York-based nonprofit organization that strives to promote
awareness of this issue, Atlanta ranks as one of
the highest U.S. cities for child sex trafficking,
exploiting an estimated 200-300 children every
month. They are taken from their homes, sold
by their families, picked up as runaways on the
street. Ninety-percent of these children are
forced into prostitution; some are only ten or
eleven years old.
The U.S. government has made strides to
confront the large, looming problem of human
trafficking, but is inhibited by insufficient
attention, administration, and implementation.
The State Department’s Trafficking in Persons
Report, released annually, ranks each country
in different tiers, representing the actions they
have taken to combat human trafficking. It is a
diplomatic tool, which utilizes carrots and
sticks, but politics have definitely come into
play. We ardently encourage and attempt to
expand global democracy, yet we support
tyrants and authoritarian governments, which
are strategically located or possess large oil
reserves. Relying on the government to combat
this issue here or abroad is not enough.
We, as concerned citizens and decent human
beings, must take this burden upon our
shoulders. The first step is nearly completed:
recognizing that this is a global problem, one
that is at our doorsteps. There are countless
organizations dedicated to combating human
trafficking: the Polaris Project, The Human
Trafficking Project, The International Center of
Atlanta (which holds meetings in Decatur for
those who are interested in combating this
problem). We can prevent human trafficking.
Volunteer at local shelters, so that runaways
and battered women do not find themselves on
the streets and become easy prey to those who
would wish to exploit them.
Slavery has not been abolished; it is a growing
industry. Just as global warming, poverty and
AIDS continue to grow and spread, slavery will
continue to grow unless we acknowledge and
accept the fact that we are the only ones who
can stop it.
By Gillian Schreiber
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Israel-Palestine
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is undoubtedly
one of the most central and troubling issues of
our time. Government officials and policy
analysts alike agree that a settlement in the
region is absolutely crucial to achieving peace
and cooperation in the Middle East. The
problem is, of course, neither side can seem to
agree to any kind of deal in which concessions
and compromises are necessary. It is a literal
and figurative war that continues to be waged
on the streets and in the media. It is not
therefore surprising that this issue is a highly
debated one, oftentimes leading to heated
arguments and enraged supporters on both
sides. I understand this. I understand
completely that such an historical and
significant conflict stirs so many emotions and
makes even the most timid among us
passionate activists. I understand the desire and
perhaps even the need to organize supporters

into groups to affect change. There are a few
things, however, that I do not understand.
Recently, the two student groups most
concerned with this issue, Emory Students for
Israel and Students for Justice in Palestine,
have each sponsored events to support their
respective causes. I can remember in past
weeks walking across campus, seeing t-shirts
and signs, hearing students from both
organizations speaking to every available ear,
providing information on their cause. Let me
first say, I respect these two groups; the right to
promote each cause, the dedication and passion
put forth into all the events and the opinions
themselves.
However, I cannot help but be angry every time
I see these demonstrations and events. I want to
walk up to each of you and start shouting. The
goals of these two organizations claim to be the
same: justice and peace, but this is not what
either side is promoting. These self-segregating

groups are only perpetuating the problem. I
cannot understand why people do not realize
that a settlement will come only when the two
sides are willing to work together. Spreading
hatred and lies will do no good; I cannot stress
this point enough. Being a Jewish female that
has always been interested in the politics and
cultures of the Middle East, I see both sides of
the story. I am well acquainted with the history
of the region and the facts surrounding the
conflict. Despite who you think is wrong or
right, entitled or not to this land, you must
know that working against one another is
counter-productive. Fostering hostility and
anger will lead only to more violence and
bloodshed. We are the generation of the future.
We have the power to affect change. Working
against each other is not change; haven’t we
had enough of that already?
By Gillian Schreiber

The End of Poverty?
What would you say if I told you we
could end the scourge of extreme poverty–
one’s most basic needs not being met –
worldwide within one generation? How could
that be possible?
In the year 2000, perhaps one of the most
historic documents was signed by practically the
entire world: the UN Millennium Declaration is
a partnership between virtually all countries
agreeing to prioritize the end of extreme poverty
by achieving a set of eight specific Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) by 2015. This
document established a partnership to use
collective resources and capacities to ensure
sustainable development for all.
In a very complementary approach, these MDGs
lay out bold but achievable benchmarks on the
most key aspects of poverty – reducing child
deaths, increasing primary school enrollment
and quality, fighting the AIDS-TB co-epidemic,

addressing lack of financial opportunities, etc.
What seem like impossible odds are not as
intimidating as they may at first seem if you
dissect them.
“In terms of kids,” says Executive Director of
RESULTS, Joanne Carter, “a handful of
things…are still the major killers of children on
the planet which have incredibly cheap
preventions or solutions.” These include
vaccines such as the one for measles, which
costs about 25 cents for lifetime protection.
RESULTS is a grassroots citizens’ lobby that
works to educate members of Congress and the
media about little known or underfunded
solutions to achieve the MDGs, like
microfinance, eliminating primary school fees,
and other smart development strategies.
RESULTS works to fund these solutions via
transparent, comprehensive institutions like the
Global Fund to fight AIDS, TB, and Malaria

and the World Bank Fast Track Initiative.
RESULTS provides an example of a success in
its introductory video, Everyday Heroes:
“During the two decades that RESULTS and its
allies lobbied for increased child survival
funding, US spending on these programs rose
from…$120 million in the 1980’s to…a $1
billion today [and] is now saving more than 3
million young lives each year…According to
the world bank, no nation has ever reduced its
population growth without first reducing infant
mortality.”
We still have a chance to achieve the
Millennium Declaration Goals in time if we
make this a priority. We could end poverty – for
good - within our generation, but that doesn’t
mean we will. We decide, individually and
collectively, the fate of billions.
By Dina Chou

An Oxford English Dictionary Definition
Delineate v. 1. To trace out by lines, trace the outline of, as on a chart or map. As in, Palestine’s borders cannot be delineated; its outlines are
imagined, since the defeat in many wars, in the forties, and the sixties, and the nineties, of an arbitrary place not delineated specifically anywhere but
in the minds of displaced peoples. 2. To trace in outline, sketch out (something to be constructed); to outline, to make the first draft of. As in, a
delineated plan for “mutual recognition,” or a delineated distribution of that holy land west of the Jordan River. What has not been delineated is the
bloodshed, the tears, the lost brethren that only continues − the rate of such destruction is contingent upon the changing delineation (n) of boundaries.
Hearts beat and stop, and beat, and stop with every gunshot, bomb blast, or shout of an anguished parent or child or brother or aunt. “The children of
5767:” 100 children, alive in 2006, dead in 2007. Parents roam Jerusalem, the West Bank, Haifa, Tel Aviv, and Gaza aimlessly, chasing phantom
children in the streets, along borders not delineated; “Operation Locked Kindergarten:” 22 Palestinians, gone from this world simply delineated, not
concrete − they are the lucky ones. Hatred brews in a land where dissent is practically a border, delineated by the odor of mangled bodies, by
sacrilege in the holiest of lands. The languor is beyond delineation; anger and sadness swell with the salty sea, dead like millions of its people. Israel,
or Palestine, this place, is a first draft worked into the world’s history, a place delineated as a home to this group, and that: it is an outline in which
things have not progressed according to plan; it has gone astray. 3. To represent by a drawing; to draw, portray. Maps delineate the fragile
boundaries, but they must be updated daily for this artificial place, this drawing hasn’t yet taken its true shape. Photos delineate that lives are being
lost; that people are suffering: but can they ever truly delineate (portray) the despair that runs deep, with your blood and through your veins to the
very essence of your being? Does delineation speak to the grief of losing a loved one, a cherished belief, and a beloved nation? 4. To portray in
words; to describe. To delineate war is hardly enough to portray the destruction−an outline, a portrayal, a first draft undecided, does not allow for a
complete finality. A woman once said to me, “Everything moves at a different pace.” Can something indefinite, ever-changing, be delineated at all?
By Amie Baumwell
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Power Shift: The Call for Clean Energy, Green Jobs, and Combating Climate Change
Van Jones made a powerful statement, posing
the question as to whether our work will be a
curse or a blessing on this planet, adding: “Your
generation will determine whether we as a
species are locusts, or honeybees.” His analogy
set the tone for Power Shift ’09, a four-day
conference that confronted the significant issues
of our day: global climate change and energy.
The conference focused on the connection
between climate change, renewable energy,
green jobs, and environmental justice. There
were over one hundred panels and workshops
in which experts spoke about more specific
topics related to these themes.
From February 27th to March 2nd, 10,000 high
school and college students from all across the
country traveled to the Washington
Convention Center in D.C. to attend and
support the bold message behind Power Shift,
which advocates for the U.S. to stand up to the
dirty energy lobby of the coal and oil industries
and pass appropriate climate and energy
legislation. Accordingly, the attendees of Power
Shift expect politicians to reduce emissions,
create green jobs, and join the global
community to combat climate change.

organizations present at the conference. Many
of the panels and workshops offered instruction
on the various skills one might need in order to
excel in the climate and clean energy
movement, such as developing an effective
campaign strategy, lobbying, and journalism
and communication strategies.

In the panel on climate legislation, policy
experts spoke about projected targets for cuts on
carbon emissions, as emission reduction is a
central part of effective climate change policy.
In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change concluded that in order to
stabilize atmospheric concentrations of global
warming pollution at 450 parts per million, the
The four-day conference consisted of hundreds level at which there is a 50/50 chance of
of panels and workshops, a grad school fair, an stabilizing 2 degrees Celsius of global warming,
the industrial world as a whole needs to cut
opportunities fair with many environmental
organizations, and state and regional breakouts, emissions by 25-40% below 1990 levels by
2020.However. Steven Biel, the Greenpeace US
in which Power Shift attendees came together
by region or state to get to know each other and Global Warming Campaign Director insisted
that “Recent science is showing us that 450 ppm
discuss action plans to take home with them.
is actually too much and 2 degrees is too much.
Evening programs consisted of many keynote
Jim Hansen from NASA will say that really we
addresses and musical guests. The expansive
group of keynote speakers included Secretary of ought to be aiming at stabilizing atmospheric
concentrations at 350 ppm.” Indeed, the panel
the Interior Ken Salazar, Van Jones, founding
on international climate change legislation at the
president of Green for All, a U.S. organization
Copenhagen Climate Conference in December
that promotes green collar jobs and
argued that 350 provides a standard for which to
opportunities for the disadvantaged, and Adam
hold the Copenhagen talks. Bill McKibben,
Gardner, the guitarist/vocalist for Guster and
author, activist, and founder of 350.org, stated,
Co-founder of Reverb, a non-profit which
“What we want in Copenhagen is for the people
educates and engages musicians and their fans
in those negotiations to know that when they
to promote environmental sustainability. The
come out the door the question will be ‘Does
Roots performed, along with several other
musical guests. The conference also held several this treaty get us back to 350 or not? Is it real?
lobby day trainings for the historic Power Shift Is it serious? Does it do anything to protect the
’09 Lobby Day, the largest lobby day on climate future for all of us?’” Appropriate climate and
energy legislation, which demands a substantial
change and energy in our nation’s history. On
reduction in emissions, would provide a major
March 2nd, Power Shift attendees rallied on the
incentive for the research and development of
U.S. Capitol West Lawn and lobbied for bold
renewable energy technology in order to use
and immediate solutions to our economic and
environmental crises from their respective state renewable energy sources, such as solar, wind,
and waterpower.
representatives and senators at Capitol Hill.
Accordingly, we need to end our dependence on
Power Shift also served as a means to
fossil fuels such as coal and oil. Furthermore,
strengthen the climate and clean energy
the general consensus was that “clean coal” is a
movement by providing students with new
dirty lie. One of the main cries of the conference
ideas, skills and ways to connect with each
was to switch our power source (hence, “Power
other, as well as opportunities for employment
Shift”) to clean energy through the creation of
and action through the many environmental

green jobs. However, the green economy
envisioned at the conference does not solely rely
on switching to clean energy through green
jobs. Van Jones explained, “If all you do is have
a clean energy revolution, you won’t have done
anything…you will have solar power bulldozers
and solar power buzz saws, and biofuel bombers
who will be fighting water over lithium for the
batteries instead of oil for the engines.” In other
words, we need a green economy that does not
only run on clean energy, but that is also
sustainable in that it is energy efficiency and
values all resources and people. Jones argued,
“We need a green economy that doesn’t throw
away species, resources, or people as our
current economy does.”
It is this “throwing away of people” that
contributes to environmental justice, the civil
rights issue of the 21st century. Power plants,
landfills, waste facilities, sewage plants,
mountaintop coal removal, and oil refineries are
located near the poor communities of blacks,
indigenous people and the working class.
Majora Carter, who works to create green jobs
for unemployed Americans and to improve the
quality of life in environmentally challenged
communities, stated, “When it comes to poor
people, whatever the color, standards are
lowered by our regulators, our politicians, and
even our indifference in our collective
ignorance as to how pollution-based economies
are subsidized on behalf of poor people.” With
this realization comes the responsibility of the
public and the politicians to pass more forward
thinking energy and climate policies that honor
all people. This realization has also led to the
emergence of the climate justice movement.
Clayton-Thomas Muller, a Native American
activist for indigenous self-determination and
environmental justice defined climate justice as
“a movement from the grassroots to realize
solutions to our climate and energy problems
and insure the right of all people to live, work,
play, and pray in a safe and healthy
environment.” With the need for a shift to
renewable, clean energy and a green economy
comes a great need to reverse the trend of
economic and environmental exploitation. We
need economic and environmental justice.
The “Awakening the Dreamer, Changing the
Dream” symposium, which was held at Power
Shift, and is being held all over the world, is
working to motivate people to redefine progress
and envision a future that is environmentally
sustainable, socially just, and spiritually
fulfilling. The symposium’s commitment to
change the current destructive nature of the
modern world, which is rooted in acquisition,
consumption, and the placement of personal
gain above the welfare of the community. As a
result of this existence, we have caused
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devastation to our planet, seen a rising trend of
inhumanity to each other, all while this current
way of living fails to deliver lasting happiness.
Furthermore, as we continue to exploit earth’s
finite environments and resources, as well as
pollute the air, land, and water, we disrupt the
delicate balance of the Earth and as a result will
threaten our ability to live on earth. According
to the Awakening the Dreamer website, “The
old dream is dying…The New Dream is
emerging! It’s community, collaboration, lifeenhancing and earth-honoring; it’s together and
for our grandchildren, rather than Supersize me
Now.”

and live in a somewhat safe climate. Dr. Yandle
explained, “Your generation is going to be the
first wave that for your entire adulthood climate
change and renewable energy is going to be a
significant issue.” Luckily, our generation has
so much individual power due to technology,
which can be used a tool to share ideas,
organize, and demand action. Whatever we do,
the fact is that the country will only be as
idealistic, brave and determined as we are. Van
Jones argued, “Your generation was
born to save this whole planet, the
whole human drama has been leading
up to you…you are the hope for
humanity.” Even though this may sound like
an exaggeration, global climate change is the
most serious environmental crisis humans have
ever faced, and it severely threatens human
existence on earth. Whether or not we rise up to
this challenge will leave history, meaning our
children and grandchildren, to view our
generation as heroes or zeros.

So, where does Georgia lie in all of this? At
Power Shift, Georgia was the 14th most
represented state with 284 attendees. On
February 19th, Georgia students lobbied for
green jobs through three bills that represent the
first steps to long-term sustainable energy
independence for the state. Senate Bill 147
would create a renewable energy portfolio
standard in Georgia, which would require that
5% of the state’s electricity come from
renewable sources by 2015, and 20% by 2030.
House Bill 276 would prohibit the purchase or
use of coal extracted by mountaintop removal
coal mining for used to generate electricity.
Mountaintop coal removal displaces many
people in the Appalachians and causes
immense environmental degradation.
Unfortunately, Georgia gets more of its energy
from mountaintop coal than any other state in
the country. Lastly, House Resolution 10
© Shadia Fayne Wood
would create the Joint Study Committee for
While the issue of global climate change may
Clean Energy Technology, which would make
seem too immense an issue to be tackled, there
advise the legislature on clean energy. While
are many reasons to believe that we can not only
these bills represent a step in the right direction, combat climate change, but in doing so, we can
more than 30 states already have a mandatory
create a new human existence that is in balance
renewable portfolio standard. Georgia is clearly with the earth. Renewable energy sources are
lagging behind in the movement to switch to
out there, as are the necessary technologies; all
renewable energy, a switch that will create jobs, that is needed is investment in research and
energy security and independence, and reduce
development to implement the power shift on a
greenhouse gas emissions. Dr. Yandle, an
mass scale. Power shift advocated for action
Environmental Studies professor at Emory
from the grassroots to the international political
University, agreed, “I think there’s some very
level in order to combat climate change and
simple things that other more progressive states actualize the shift to renewable energy through
have already done that Georgia could do that
green jobs. First, we need to raise awareness
could have immediate effects both
about the change that needs to happen in order
environmentally and on climate change.”
to invoke more citizen pressure on politicians.
When it comes to driving the “power shift” in
Everyone can and should write to their
Georgia, the United States, and the world, our
legislators and senators. State legislators are
generation is responsible. Our generation is
much more open to listening to constituents
young enough that global climate change will
than are federal legislators. Overall, U.S. citizen
significantly impact our future, and we are old
pressure is central to securing the necessary
enough to demand change now. And we must
national and international climate and energy
demand change now, as the window of
legislation. Yandle insisted, “US citizen
opportunity to mitigate the effects of global
pressure can help change the US position at
climate change is slowly closing. We have
Copenhagen.” On the domestic level, the White
already passed the point of mitigating global
House announced that President Obama’s
climate change to the point where there will be
stimulus package puts about $20 billion into
no serious consequences in the future. Now, it is “greening” the economy. Furthermore, in a
a matter of acting to reduce the magnitude of the speech to Congress, Obama said that the U.S.
consequences as much as possible so that we,,
will double its supply of renewable energy in
our children, and our grandchildren can grow up three years. While this all sounds great, a

common sentiment at Power Shift was that we
must stand our ground with Obama and
continue to speak out and take action on climate
and energy in order to make sure that the U.S. is
in this for the long-term. While the appropriate
policies are necessary, action taken at the
practical individual level is just as important. A
phrase often heard at the conference was one
Gandhi said, “You must be the change you wish
to see in the world.” In setting a positive
example through action, you can set off a chain
reaction of positive action. Yandle agreed,
“Don’t wait for the laws, move beyond them
and do more of the grassroots efforts in terms of
thinking about when I graduate, where I am
going to live, what kind of vehicle will I drive?”
You can also get involved in numerous
collective action organizations which are
focused on different aspects of climate change
and energy, and at Emory, you can get involved
with the Emory Environmental Alliance and/or
the Office of Sustainability Initiatives. No
matter what you do, you are by no means alone
in your effort. Simply attending Power Shift
was extremely inspiring as I was surrounded by
thousands of people my age that cared
immensely, and were dedicating themselves to
the cause.
A strong tone of urgency was present
throughout the conference. Experts and
attendees were cheering to the ideas of no more
delay, no more distraction, and continued
demand for immediate action. Furthermore, we
all have the responsibility to act during this
short window of opportunity to create pressure
to really confront the climate change crisis.
Although we are experiencing an environmental
and economic crisis, there is even greater
opportunity to confront and combat these crises.
This belief fostered the powerful tone of hope
that was also present at the conference. Steve
Hauser, the vice president of Strategy at
Gridpoint argued that “We have unbelievable
opportunity that we wouldn’t have had 6
months ago based on the election, based on the
fact that we’re now able to fuse fixing the
energy system, fixing global warming, and
fixing the economy.” The overall feeling at
Power Shift, among the speakers and the
students, was that we know the solutions and we
are going to do whatever it takes to achieve
climate and energy justice. We know it won’t be
easy; it will take a lot of pushing. Mayor Rocky
Anderson stated, “We need to push for this
unified message as if it’s a matter of life and
death because it is a matter of life and death,”
However, climate and energy justice is possible,
as we are now in the Obama era. Aside from the
President, the Obama era, as Majora Carter put
it, stands for “Officially Behaving As
Magnificent Americans.” So, now is the time
when our actions will ultimately decide if
humans are locusts, or honeybees.
By Jenna Shweitzer
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Tips for Going Green
Green Technology 101
The term “technology” refers to the application of knowledge for practical purposes, while the field of “green
technology” encompasses a continuously evolving group of methods and materials, from techniques for
generating energy to non-toxic cleaning products.
“Cradle to cradle” design - creating products that can be fully reclaimed or re-used.
Source reduction - reducing waste and pollution by changing patterns of production and consumption.
Innovation - developing alternatives to technologies that have been shown to damage health and the
environment.
Viability - creating a center of economic activity around technologies and products that benefit the
environment, speeding their implementation and creating new careers that truly protect the planet.
Energy - Perhaps the most urgent issue for green technology, this includes the development of alternative fuels,
new means of generating energy and energy efficiency.
*Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEM), Solar panels
Green building - Green building encompasses everything from the choice of building materials to where a
building is located.
Environmentally preferred purchasing - This government innovation involves the search for products whose
contents and methods of production have the smallest possible impact on the environment, and mandates that
these be the preferred products for government purchasing.
*Pollution-free recyclable automobiles
Green chemistry - The invention, design and application of chemical products and processes to reduce or
eliminate the use and generation of hazardous substances, to include chemical-intensive agriculture.
Green nanotechnology - Nanotechnology involves the manipulation of materials at the scale of the nanometer,
one billionth of a meter. Some scientists believe that mastery of this subject is forthcoming that will transform
the way that everything in the world is manufactured. “Green nanotechnology” is the application of green
chemistry and green engineering principles to this field.
http://www.green-technology.org/what.htm
By Jack Etheredge

The Copenhagen Climate Conference: December, 2009
The Copenhagen Climate Conference will take place in Denmark December of this pivotal year in
climate international agreements. Bill McKibben, environmentalist, best-selling author, activist, and founder of
350.org, stated, “Copenhagen, this year, looks like from what the science tell us now, the last good chance
we’re going to have…that is if we don’t have another Copenhagen or something soon thereafter that actually
changes the trajectory of energy use on this planet, then the momentum of our carbon deposits in the
atmosphere is going to be so strong it will sweep us past the consequences we’ve feared for so long.” Jim
Hansen of NASA says that we ought to be aiming at stabilizing atmospheric concentrations at 350 ppm. Bill
McKibben’s movement, “350” is attempting to spread this number, which sign ifies the safe upper limit of
CO2 in the atmosphere, into the hearts and minds of everyone in the world. His hope, and the hope of many, is
that people will act and put pressure on their governments, demanding real solutions to global climate change at
Copenhagen. 350 provides a standard to which to hold the Copenhagen talks. McKibben says, “What we want
in Copenhagen is for the people in those negotiations to know that when they come out the door the question
will be ‘Does this treaty get us back to 350 or not? Is it real? Is it serious? Does it do anything to protect the
future for all of us?’” Appropriate climate and energy legislation, which demands a substantial reduction in
emissions, would provide a major incentive for the research and development of renewable energy technology
in order to use renewable energy sources, such as solar, wind, and waterpower, and thus would effectively
mitigate climate change.
So what can you do? You may think this is out of your reach. However, Dr. Yandle of the
Environmental Studies department insists that, “US citizen pressure can help change the US position at
Copenhagen.” This is significant as we know that the US position in terms of climate change is very influential
on the actions many other countries will take. McKibben’s “350” movement is holding an international day of
climate action on October 24th. 350 is calling on people around the world to take a stand for a Copenhagen
Climate Treaty that meets the science through organizing a 350 action for October 24 at an iconic place in their
community and uploading a photo of their event to 350.org website. 350 is going to collect these images from
around the world and deliver them to the media and world leaders. “Together, we can show our world and it's
decision-makers just how big, beautiful, and unified our movement really is” (350.org). Through linking your
October 24 event with hundreds of other actions at iconic places around the world, 350 will leverage the day of
action for meaningful political change. www.350.org
By Jenna Shweitzer

* Refill your water bottle. If just 2
out of 3 sports fans refilled a
water bottle rather than buying a
new one, it would save about as
many plastic bottles as there are
people in the United States.
* Don’t, I repeat, don’t take the
ATM receipt. ATM receipts are
one of the top sources of litter on
the planet. If everyone in the
United States left their receipt in
the machine, it would save a roll
of paper more than two billion
feet long, or enough to circle the
equator fifteen times!
* Recycle or return your old MP3
players to the manufacturer. Some
companies give customers up to
10% off their next purchase when
they return old players. About
40% of all the lead in U.S.
landfills comes from improperly
discarded electronic waste, which
can result in toxic pollution of the
air and groundwater. Seek out an
e-waste collector or recycling
service.
* Try to use faster Internet access.
It saves time and ultimately
money and energy. Based on a full
day’s use, you could save more
than $30 per year in energy costs
by increasing your Internet
efficiency and turning off your
computer or putting it in “sleep”
mode when it’s not in use.
* If you have the choice, buy soda
from the fountain in a paper cup
instead of from a can or plastic
bottle. You’ll reduce the amount
of aluminum cans and plastic
bottles that are wasted. More
paper (48%) is recycled and
recovered to make new products
than aluminum soda cans (43.9%)
or plastic soda bottles (25%).
* Rent DVDs instead of buying
them. Depending on how much
you watch them, you could save
money. The average movie rents
for about $4, while the average
new DVD sells for more than $16.
100,000 DVDs and CDs are
thrown away each month. If you
do own DVDs and want to get rid
of them, donate them to a local
library or thrift store, or look for a
DVD recycling center.
Try working these small, simple,
sustainable shifts into your life.
You can read more about these
green tips and many others in
“The Green Book: the everyday
guide to saving the planet one
simple step at a time.”
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To Meat or Not to Meat? That is the Question.
The Meatrix

Sustainable Table©

The Meatrix I

is a non-profit organization that was established
in 2003 in Murray Hill, New York to educate
people all over the world about sustainable
eating. Founder and director Diane Hatz, along
with her team of food scientists, hoped to “build
community through food” by informing
consumers about where their food really comes
from and teach them how they can get involved
with the positive shift toward local and smallscale sustainable farming.
Educate. Ask. Act.

The Meatrix II: Revolting

In the first movie, Leo the pig is first introduced
to The Meatrix; and so the story about where
our meat and animal products come from
begins. Moopheus the cow tells Leo that his life
on a family farm is a fantasy and if he wants to
see the real world, he must take a red pill.
Together they travel to a corporate factory farm
where Leo is exposed to the countless evils of
the meatpacking industry: animal cruelty,
antibiotic resistant germs, massive pollution,
and destroyed communities. Since the mid 20th
century, agriculture corporations have worked
The three mantras of Sustainable Table help
to modify sustainable family farming in order to
consumers discover ways to enjoy sustainably
maximize profits. In these factory farms,
raised food products by providing tips and
animals are packed so tightly together that they
resources for shopping smart and eating
cannot move. In order to reduce the spread of
healthily. The organization’s website,
diseases, the corporations implemented
www.sustainabletable.org includes a variety of
systematic mutilations such as the de-beaking of
reader-friendly information such as sustainable chickens. Also, they had to add constant doses
cooking recipes, shopping guides, updated news of antibiotics to the feed just to keep the animals
articles and photos, and teacher resources, as
alive. Antibiotics that cause disease in humans!
well as their new blog, The Daily Table.
These factories destroyed independent farming
The Meatrix
communities and are known mistreat the
workers as well as the animals. And this is
Hatz took this initiative one step further in
producing three award-winning animated films, where most of our eggs, milk and meat are
made.
The Meatrix, The Meatrix II: Revolting, and
The Meatrix II½. “The Meatrix Trilogy” has
been translated and transcribed into over 30
other languages, and has prompted a European
Matrix campaign that is currently in progress.

In the second film, Leo, Moopheus, and
Chickity take a look at the dairy industry
through the illusion of the Meatrix. At the
modern-day dairy factory, cows are kept under
such unhealthy conditions that they get sick
even with antibiotics. Their tails are cut off and
they are injected with RBGH, an artificial
growth hormone. The calves are separated from
their mothers at birth and fed a milk
replacement that is filled with the blood of dead
cows—both a horribly unethical concept and a
mechanism for the spread of mad cow disease.
The Meatrix II½
Moopheus is abducted by the leader of the
agricultural corporation and taken to a meat
processing facility. We see here how
meatpackers are forced to work at an extremely
fast pace in order to maximize profit and feed
our Fast Food Nation. These conditions elicit
frequent injuries and excess manure on the meat
(the cause of e-coli bacteria).
What YOU can do
Watch the movies, explore Sustainable Table’s
website, and consider the multiple ways you can
help change the industrial food system by
purchasing sustainable products. Even a little
can go a long way. Eat well, Live well!
By Lana Greenbaum

A Message from the Meat Elite
I am a carnivore. A diehard, medium-rare,
blood-or-bust carnivore. When I eat red
meat—and I do so frequently—I prefer it
almost alive on my plate. I don’t wish to
perfectly counter my colleague’s anti-meat
article by explaining how the dangers of
the industry are not really dangers, because
it’s likely I’ll have a heart attack by age 50
as a result of the amount of meat I
consume. I won’t tell you that cows are
kept in safe or ethical conditions preslaughter, but let’s be honest—they’re
going to die anyway. Some may call me
insensitive, and vegans may be repulsed,
but for the number of you reading this who
would enjoy nothing more than to devour a
48 oz. porterhouse steak, I am pleased to
share my affinity with you.

parents started to worry for my health. And so
began my lust for meat, beginning with filet
and eventually extending to New York strip,
cheeseburgers, sweetbreads (calf cheek), foie
gras (goose liver), lamb’s tongue, rabbit, and
venison to name a few. Perhaps it’s my
personality, but I will try any food—especially
red meat—at least once, and I encourage each
of you to do the same.

I find beauty in red meat in its simplest of
forms. Take, for example, the cheeseburger.
My roommate and I gorge upon cheeseburgers
multiple times per week. We even have a
picture of a cheeseburger on our refrigerator,
stating the derived benefits it serves for your
hair. As I have learned from the picture, which
was taken from a magazine whose author is
clearly wise beyond his years, the meat itself
At the tender (pun intended) age of twelve, provides iron, zinc, and B vitamins.
I vacationed with my family to a certain
Additionally, the cheese provides calcium, the
beach town in southern Delaware. At the
tomato contains the antioxidant lycopene, the
beginning of my two-week trip, I set a goal lettuce contains biotin, and the bun provides
to eat filet mignon for as many consecutive niacin, all of which promote healthy hair.
nights as possible. If my memory serves, I Those are seven reasons to eat a cheeseburger
believe I lasted nine nights before my
with everything on it. Embarrassingly enough,

I cannot call myself a true epicure without having
sampled the legendary cheeseburgers from Holeman &
Finch and Ann’s Snack Bar. I’m told by a foodie
friend that at Holeman, a small restaurant in Buckhead,
you’ll wait for quite a while—there are no
reservations—to be one of the lucky few to taste what
is supposedly Atlanta’s best burger, which is not on
the menu and comes in very limited supply. The
burger at Ann’s is outrageous in a different way—it’s
called the Ghetto Burger, includes onion, bacon, chili,
and cheese, and looks just as it’s named. My mouth is
watering.
So you see, instead of exploiting the meat industry, we
should thank its proud employees who so
courageously risk their lives every day for our taste
buds. Remember, America is still (for the time being,
at least) a capitalist country, and those who work in the
meatpacking industry do so of their own accord. There
are workers’ unions for these things, so try new foods,
eat red meat, stuff your face, and let gluttony reign. It
isn’t likely you’ll develop anything harmful (at least
not immediately) except a psychological addiction to
what is truly God’s gift to earth. Bon vivant!
By Amanda Lightman
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LEED by Example
We are a generation of leaders, of
environmental strategists. We are aware of what
will happen to our environment if we don’t
protect it. Our contribution is important; our
actions today will ensure a greener and healthier
future for our loved ones and for ourselves. So,
what happens when you combine a concern for
the future, the act of leading, and the use of
environmental strategies? You get a collective
effort and a movement toward sustainability.
You get LEED, Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design.
I interviewed Mark Schrieber, an intern
architect in Miami, Florida. Mark works for a
firm whose environmental sensibility is well
known, therefore attracting diverse residential
and commercial clients. He is a LEED for
Homes Green Rater, which entails checking
single-family homes to make sure that they are
meeting all requirements in the rating system
for which they apply. According to the USGBC
website, “LEED is a third-party certification
program and the nationally accepted benchmark
for the design, construction and operation of
high performance green buildings.” For a
building to be LEED certified, according to
Mark, “it must meet the guideline set by the US
Green Building Council’s LEED rating system.”

As Mark related, there are six categories that
LEED certified buildings are judged upon:
Innovation and Design, Sustainable Sites, Water
Efficiency, Energy and Atmosphere, Materials
and Resources, and Indoor Environmental
Quality. According to Mark, these measures
“give the project a holistic approach to
sustainability.” An architect or a LEED
consultant chooses, on behalf of the owner of a
building, whether or not to pursue certification.
LEED buildings ensure many benefits that
promote green living, including reduced energy
and water consumption and higher market value
than standard buildings of the same size. Mark
added, “In today’s real estate market, you have
to have a strong edge over the competitor in
order to have even the slightest chance of
success. Sustainable building and urban
planning will give you that edge.”

everyday linking
building environments to
occupant health,
productivity, and
learning ability.”
Mark noted that, since
the Atlanta area has been plagued by draught,
water consumption should be a key focus. He
said, “The University should focus on a
campus-wide water management plan taking
advantage of rainwater harvesting to be able to
eliminate all potable water for irrigation and
ensuring that the fixtures are of the highest
efficiency.”

To Mark, effective urban planning and
traditional practices are integral to leading a
sustainable life. On-site food and energy
production (and therefore, reduction of utilities
Since Emory’s campus is continually becoming costs) is the way to go. When you harvest your
own food, travel costs are reduced, capital is
more and more environmentally friendly, I
asked Mark what he would suggest with regard created for occupants, and community
development is bettered when it comes time to
to furthering such endeavors as building green
trade. He commented, “We only need to refer to
dorms, and what he would look for when
history to learn how to live sustainably.”
inspecting such buildings. He answered, “I
Referring to tradition and history, we can work
would suggest that the University mandates
LEED certification for all new buildings…when together to keep the world green.
building or renovating housing and schools,
By Amie Baumwell
indoor environmental quality is of growing
importance.” He added, “There is new research

LEED at Emory
New Progressive Think Tank:

OOSEVELT INSTITUTION
The Roosevelt Institution is a non-profit, non-partisan college
think tank dedicated to finding progressive solutions for domestic
and international problems. Founded by students at Yale
University several years ago, the Roosevelt Institution has
expanded to universities across the country. Recently, Tyler
O’Connor and Michael Levy, Emory sophomores, co-founded the
think tank on Emory’s campus. The club has already submitted its
first policy paper for publication and is now working on reforming
sex education in Georgia’s public school system. Their first
proposal advocates for the adoption of LEED standards for all new
public school buildings in the Dekalb County school district. The
organization meets every Thursday at 8pm in Cox Computer Lab.
For more information about the Roosevelt Institution, email Tyler
O’Connor or Michael Levy at Tyler.Oconnor@emory.edu or
Melevy@emory.edu.
Photograph by Jillian Etheredge

Current LEED
Certification
Gold (LEEDEB)

Building Name
g Goizueta Business
School

Silver (LEEDNC)

s Whitehead Biomedical
Research
s Candler Library
s Turman Residential Hall

Certified
(LEED-NC)

c Math & Science
c Winship Cancer Institute

Pending LEED Certification
Projects
g Goizueta Business
completed, in
School Addition
certification
process
s School of Medicine
c Yerkes Neuroscience
c Pediatrics
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Think Gl bal Act L cal!
Emory and Atlanta Happenings...
Activism

Festivals

Every Friday
Stand with ME-Members of Emory participate in the
Weekly Stand for Peace in Atlanta from Noon – 1 pm at
Colony Square, at the intersection of 14th and Peachtree
Streets. Sponsored by WAND (Women’s Action for New
Direction), Stand with ME-Members of Emory are
members of the Emory community not acting on behalf of
the institution. Rather, they are acting in their individual
capacities as concerned students, staff, and faculty of the
University. For further information please contact
Professors Shalom Goldman, Middle Eastern & South
Asian Studies, slgoldm@emory.edu, or Thee Smith,
Religion, thee.smith@emory.edu.
Every Saturday
Noon – 1 pm Weekly Antiwar Vigil in DeKalb: Dekalb
Farmers Market, 2000 E. Ponce de Leon. For more
information, contact brian1943@post.harvard.edu.

Go Green Get Rewards- Free Green Festival Entertains, Educates, and Rewards
Saturday, May 16th 12-5 pm at Underground Atlanta (www.underground-atlanta.com)
GoGreenGetRewards.com is a volunteer rewards program created to support
environmental Non-Profits and reward social activism. Enjoy the day with live music,
an eco-fashion show, environmental speakers and lots of green giveaways! Children
will enjoy creating crafts from recycled materials while being captivated by the one
and only Captain Planet. Local organic restaurants will offer healthy, delicious food
and green vendors will display their environmentally conscious products. The green
event strives to leave no footprint on the environment while simultaneously educating
the public about the importance of environmental awareness. Ride Marta, bring
refillable bottles for your drinks, electronic items to recycle, dress in your recycled best
for the fashion show, or just show up to get your green rewards and enjoy the music
and activities.
Atlanta Underground Film Festival
The Sixth Annual Atlanta Underground Film Festival (AUFF) will take place August
26 - 30, 2009 in Atlanta, Georgia.
The 2009 Atlanta Underground Film Festival will feature every genre of cinema from
across the world, bringing together thousands of people for an incredible celebration of
independent film and talented filmmakers. You are invited to experience this unique
film festival where 100+ independent films will be showcased during the non-stop five
day event. Atlanta Underground Film Festival will showcase short and feature films,
art, live music, special events and plenty of late night parties. AUFF will also host the
largest animation and documentary festivals in the Southeast: Animation Attack! and
DocuFest Atlanta during the festival. http://auff.org/
Georgia Renaissance Festival
April 18 - June 7, 2009 - 6655 Virlyn B Smith Rd - near the Atlanta Airport
Enter through the `castle gates'... and spend the entire day in merry old England. Shop
the 15-acre Artists Marketplace featuring thousands of Handcrafted Wares. You'll be
thrilled and amazed as jugglers, minstrels, acrobats, and jousting knights fill 12 Stages
with fun entertainment.
With Atlanta's mild Spring Days... it's the perfect time to spend an entire weekend
filled with merrymaking, feasting and shopping. Georgia Renaissance Festival hours
are: 10:30 AM - 6 PM Saturdays & Sundays, including Memorial Day.
http://www.garenfest.com/
Atlanta Jazz Festival 2009
May 22-25, 2009 - Various Locations throughout Atlanta Georgia
Considered one of the World's greatest Musical Celebrations ...this annual jazz event
always draws a couple of 100,000 people to listen to many well-known musicians such
as Fats Domino and the Neville Brothers.
The Atlanta Jazz Festival will take place at ' several different ' Venues throughout the
Atlanta area, including: Centennial Olympic Park, Underground Atlanta, Churchill
Grounds, Piedmont Park and more.
http://www.atlanta.net/visitors/atlanta-jazz-festival.html

Care? Share. Help out or write for “Generation R”! Email
Jenna Shweitzer at Jshweit@emory.edu Check us out online at:
www.generationresponsemagazine.com read. blog. connect.
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